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Mechanical and electrical properties of carbon fiber �CF� and vertically aligned carbon nanotubes
�CNTs� have been thoroughly investigated in previous studies. Growth of radially aligned CNTs on
silicon oxide �SiO2� coated CF has recently been accomplished resulting in multiscale composite
fiber �CNT /SiO2 /CF�. CNT /SiO2 /CF offers promise as stress and strain sensors in CF reinforced
composite materials. However, to date there have been no investigations of the electromechanical
properties of CNT /SiO2 /CF that would facilitate their usage as sensors in composite materials,
which is the focus of this research. This study investigates fundamental mechanical and electrical
properties of CF, SiO2 /CF �SiO2 coated CF�, and CNT /SiO2 /CF during localized transverse
compression at low loads ��N to mN� and small displacements �nm to a few �ms�. Force, strain,
stiffness, and electrical resistance were monitored simultaneously during compression experiments.
For CF, resistance decreased sharply upon compressive loading with hysteresis in both force and
resistance being observed at low strain. For SiO2 /CF, high resistance and negligible electrical
conduction occurred, and the force-displacement curve was linear. CNT /SiO2 /CF stiffness
increased as force and strain increased and became comparable to that of CF at high strain
��30%�. Hysteresis in both force-displacement and resistance-displacement curves was observed
with CNT /SiO2 /CF, but was more evident as maximum strain increased and did not depend on
strain rate. Force was higher and resistance was lower during compression as compared to
decompression. Hysteretic energy loss is associated with internal friction between entangled CNTs.
Van der Waals force between deformed and entangled CNTs hindered disentanglement, which
reduced the number of electrical current paths and increased resistance during decompression. The
results of this study provide new understanding of the mechanical and electrical behavior of
CNT /SiO2 /CF that will facilitate usage as stress and strain sensors in both stand-alone and
composite materials applications. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3253747�

I. INTRODUCTION

Mechanical and electrical properties of carbon fibers
�CFs� and vertically aligned carbon nanotubes �CNTs� have
been thoroughly investigated in previous studies. CNT
coated CF �CNT/CF� offers promise as stress and strain sen-
sors in CF reinforced composite materials as well as for
modifying and improving the fiber-matrix interface. How-
ever, there has been no research investigating electrome-
chanical properties of CNT/CF, which is needed for sensor
development. This work reports the results of simultaneous
measurements of electrical and mechanical properties of in-
dividual CNT/CF during localized transverse compression
experiments at very light loads ��N to mN� and small rela-
tive displacements �RDs� �nm to a few �ms�. Although the
present experiments are conducted with isolated CNT/CF
structures �i.e., not within a composite�, results are expected
to have applicability to behavior in composites and serves as
a starting point in enabling this technology.

Since CNT/CF structure is primarily associated with

composite materials, some discussion of composite technol-
ogy is included to provide insight into the problem. The ma-
jority of CF used today is made from polyacrylonitrile �PAN�
precursor. PAN-based CFs generally exhibit higher tensile
and compressive strength, higher strain to failure, and lower
elastic modulus as compared to mesophase pitch-based CFs.
The PAN fiber/matrix interface can be modified for improved
mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties, e.g., for ex-
panded use of such composite materials in aerospace ve-
hicles. The interface between CFs and the resin matrix has a
discontinuity in properties that often leads premature failure
or inefficient transfer of electrical or thermal energy. CNTs
have excellent mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties
and offer a method to tailor the fiber-matrix interface. A fun-
damental understanding of the coupling between mechanical
and electrical properties of CNT/CF is needed to maximize
the usefulness of the materials as both fillers in composites
and as stress and strain sensors for composite health moni-
toring. Methods to grow aligned CNTs on CF have been
developed in past studies, and the resultant structures are
utilized here as multicomponent fiber materials.1–4

Mechanical properties of individual CFs, CNTs, and
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CNT/CFs have been investigated, and there are multiple re-
views discussing the mechanics of CNTs and their
bundles.5,6 For compression and bending loads, elastic buck-
ling of CNTs at a critical force was established as a prime
deformation mechanism.7–9 Both single-walled CNTs
�SWCNTs� and multi-walled CNTs �MWCNTs� were shown
to have remarkable bending flexibility up to a critical bend-
ing angle beyond which buckling occurs.10 The bending and
buckling behavior is fully reversible despite the occurrence
of multiple kinks and highly strained tube regions.10 The
force versus strain dependence of CNT bundles was demon-
strated to have nonlinear behavior at high strain.11 In addi-
tion, their stiffness was found to be much higher in tension
than in compression.12 Mechanical properties of vertically
aligned CNT forests and CNT-polymer nanocomposites were
also investigated using nanoindentation.13,14 In the case of
vertically aligned CNT forests, nanotubes were consecu-
tively bent during penetration of the indenter.14 For vertically
aligned CNT nanotube forests, kinking under compression
was shown to produce a cooperative folding effect, which
eventually led to a transition from low to a high stiffness at
about 60%–70% strain.15

The literal analyses just given are mostly based on either
axial �compressive or tensile� or bending loading of CFs and
CNTs. Transverse mechanical properties of CF and CNTs
have received considerably less attention than longitudinal
properties.16–19 Transverse properties are important with re-
spect to complex loading at the fiber-matrix interface and
thus warrant investigation. Force-displacement curves during
radial compression of individual CNTs using atomic force
microscopy �AFM� were reported to be linear at low strain
but became nonlinear above 30% strain.16,17 Due to the non-
linearity at high strain, the mechanical properties are strongly
dependent on the mechanical loading direction and applied
pressure. For example, transverse compressive elastic modu-
lus of MWCNTs was measured with AFM with a range of
values reported from 0.3 to 80 GPa.16,17

Anisotropic and strain dependent electrical properties of
CNT assemblies offer possibility of their use as in situ sen-
sors in composite materials. Electrical current flow in CNT
ropes or mats involves metallic conduction and charge hop-
ping or tunneling through electrical barriers associated with
defects, with the degree of the metallic conductivity being
strongly dependent on the tube multiwall or single-wall mor-
phology, chirality, length, diameter, and surface chemical
functionalization.20–25 For the purpose of this study, the in-
terest also encompassed the dependence of the electrical
properties on the strain imposed on the CNT array. For ex-
ample, when SWCNTs and MWCNTs were investigated for
thin-film field-effect transistor �FET� applications,26,27 struc-
tural deformation of MWCNTs �collapsed tubes� was found
to be needed for MWCNTs to operate as FETs, illustrating a
good coupling between mechanical deformation and elec-
tronic properties.27–29 Electrical conductivity through CNT
based materials is strongly influenced by the establishment
of good tube-tube electrical interfaces. For example, electri-
cal conductivity of a CNT block increased with increased
compressive strain, and reversible behavior was attributed to
elastic bending of CNTs.30 Contact resistance between CNT

coated electrodes in direct contact was found to be lower in
air than in vacuum illustrating environmental sensitivity of
such interfaces.31 SWCNT and MWCNT films were studied
for possible use as stress and strain sensors.32,33

The previously mentioned studies have demonstrated the
potential of CNTs to detect compressive load through tube
electrical property monitoring and the importance of both
mechanical properties and chemical surface state. However,
there have been no such investigations for CNTs attached on
CF surfaces, which is of prime interest for their use as sen-
sors in CF reinforced composites. Investigations of CNT/CF
with electrical-mechanical correlations under controlled
loads and environments are needed to develop quantifiable
stress sensing techniques.

The objective of this investigation was to determine the
electromechanical response of CNT/CF during micro/
nanoscale compression experiments. Very light loads ��N to
mN� and small RDs �nm to a few �ms� during compression
experiments differentiates this work from many of the previ-
ous studies that used higher loads and higher displacements.
This allows us to better understand the use of these materials
to sense small displacements. This paper discusses the results
of experiments that investigate the coupling of electrical and
mechanical behavior of CNT/CF under localized transverse
compression and compares the behavior with CF alone. The
results are interpreted in light of known deformation and
conduction mechanisms of CF and CNTs and extrapolated to
possible sensor applications in composite materials. Results
here may differ from behavior of CNT/CF within a polymer
composite material �where the in between spaces of CNT
forest are filled with an insulator�, but the present study
serves as a basis for development of this technology.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A micro/nanocontact apparatus was used for this study
and is shown schematically in Fig. 1�a�. The apparatus has
been described in detail in earlier studies that investigated
adhesion of microelectromechanical systems �MEMS� mate-
rials and performance of MEMS rf switch contacts.34–40 A
ball-on-flat electrode configuration is used with Au-coated
GaAs wafers and Au-coated 1.6 mm diameter grade 100 440
C stainless steel balls. Deposition techniques and properties
of the Au films were described in detail in an earlier
publication.35 The root mean square roughnesses of the Au-
coated wafers and balls were 17.6 and 13.6 nm,
respectively.35 The fiber was sandwiched between the elec-
trodes in radial compression experiments as shown in Fig.
1�b�. The apparatus is capable of measuring force with
�N-scale resolution and displacement with nm-scale reso-
lution. In this study, peak forces used were generally of the
order of 1 mN and peak displacements of the order of a few
micrometers. The micro/nanocontact apparatus was placed
inside an environmental chamber, which was purged with
dry nitrogen to a relative humidity �RH� of less than 1%. The
chamber was vented to maintain atmospheric pressure. A
thermohygrometer was used to monitor the temperature and
RH inside the chamber. The temperature inside the chamber
was 22�1 °C during experiments. The ball, flat, and fiber
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were maintained at the stated conditions for 1 h prior to
experimentation to ensure thermal and environment purge
equilibrium.

Figure 1�b� shows a close up view of the ball-fiber-wafer
contact along with the electrical circuit used for electrical
resistance measurements. Transverse compression experi-
ments on CF and CNT/CF sandwiched between Au elec-
trodes were conducted using a piezoelectric actuator for ball
displacement. To position fiber samples between ball-flat
gold electrodes, a special electrically insulating ring-shaped
holder was designed and fabricated to hold fiber specimens

and is shown schematically in Fig. 1�c�. The inner diameter
of the ring is 7.5 mm, and the outer diameter is 9.4 mm. The
thickness of the ring is 1.3 mm. Diametrically opposite chan-
nels with 0.14 mm width and 0.14 mm depth were milled
onto the ring for mounting the fiber, which was secured in
the channels with an adhesive. The fiber holder was then
placed on the Au-coated wafer with the grooved fiber side
facing down onto the wafer. This allowed the fiber to be
supported by the flat gold surface. The movable platform
with x- and y-micrometer stages �Fig. 1�a�� was used to po-
sition the ball directly above the fiber. The piezoelectric ac-

FIG. 1. �Color� �a� Schematic of the micro/nanocontact apparatus and associated instrumentation used in fiber indentation experiments. �b� Close up view of
the ball-fiber-wafer contact along with the electric circuit used in this study. Fiber axis is into the page resulting in a localized radial compression of the fiber.
�c� Schematic of the ring used for fiber mounting.
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tuator was used to approach the ball to the fiber and control
ball displacement in fiber radial compression experiments.
The actuator was driven in a closed loop analog mode with a
signal generator. A triangle wave excitation input signal was
applied to the actuator, and a constant approach and retract
ball speed of 1.28 �m /s was used in experiments unless
otherwise noted. This controlled displacement of the ball
electrode initiated fiber radial compression against the flat
electrode, and the resulting compression force and displace-
ment of the lower electrode were measured with the high
sensitivity load/displacement cell shown in Fig. 1�a�. A con-
stant open circuit voltage of 1 V was used along with a fixed
resistor of 100 k� assembled in series with gold plated elec-
trodes to limit the current to less than 10 �A �Fig. 1�b��.
Voltage drop across the fiber was monitored with an oscillo-
scope and stored in a computer. Simple circuit analysis was
used to calculate the sandwiched fiber electrical resistance.
The maximum measurable electrical resistance with the cir-
cuit and instrumentation was 109 �. The above procedure
was found to be a reliable way to conduct the experiments.

A PAN-based CF �T650-35 by Fabric Development,
Inc.� was used in this study and has been widely used in
aerospace fiber-reinforced composites. The material is com-
mercially available in sized and unsized fibers. Sized fibers
are typically coated with an epoxy surface treatment that is
specifically formulated to enhance tensile and interface prop-
erties. Unsized fibers do not have this surface treatment. The
T650-35 fiber used in this study is of the unsized variety. The
fiber diameter was 7 �m. Typical transverse compressive
elastic modulus of PAN-based CFs is about 10 GPa.18,19

The silica coated CF was fabricated in a high tempera-
ture furnace at 1100 °C with a flow mixture of Ar
�300 ml/min� and H2 �40 ml/min� carrying SiCl4 for 20 min
in the presence of a trace amount of O2 under atmospheric
pressure to form a �10 nm layer of SiO2 on the CF to form
a SiO2 /CF structure.2 Aligned MWCNTs were then grown
by chemical vapor deposition �CVD� on the SiO2 /CF by
pyrolysis of FePc under Ar /H2 atmosphere at 800–1100 °C
according to the published procedure.1,2 The resulting struc-
ture is referred to as CNT /SiO2 /CF in this paper. The length
of CNTs was about 4 �m with diameters between 20 and
80 nm. The CNTs were aligned radially with the pretreat-
ment of SiO2 on the CF surface. The CNT density at the CF
surface for similar CNT /SiO2 /CF was calculated to be 9.6
�109 /cm2 in an earlier publication.4 CVD synthesis method
was chosen because it can easily be scaled up and allows
uniform MWCNT array growth on surfaces with complex
geometry and is compatible with PAN fiber material. Figure
2 shows a cross-sectional schematic and a SEM image of the
resulting CNT /SiO2 /CF structure. The diameter of the struc-
ture is about 15 �m �7 �m CF core and 8 �m MWCNTs�
as shown in Fig. 2�a�. Figure 2�b� shows a radial view of the
fiber showing the nanotube forest on the outside of the
CNT /SiO2 /CF.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Results of fiber compressions for �a� CF and �b�
SiO2 /CF are shown in Fig. 3. Force and resistance are plot-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Schematic �a� and SEM micrograph �b� of the CF-
oxide-CNT structure used in compression experiments where �b� is a radial
view.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Force and resistance versus RD curves for �a� CF and
�b� SiO2 /CF during localized radial compression experiments. For the CF,
force increased and resistance decreased as strain increased with some hys-
teretic behavior in both force and resistance at low strain. Note the logarith-
mic scale for resistance. SiO2 /CF showed high resistance, negligible elec-
trical conduction, and a linear force-displacement curve.
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ted as a function of relative displacement �RD�. RD is the
compressive displacement or penetration imposed on the fi-
ber specimens at the ball apex. The relationship between RD
and strain on the fiber specimen at the ball apex ��� is

� = RD/w, �1�

where w is the width of the fiber specimen. A strain scale bar
is given in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� based on w=7 �m for the CF
and SiO2 /CF. Both compression and decompression data are
shown. The peak force in each experiment is about
1000 �N. Each graph is the superposition of data from two
consecutive indentation cycles �one cycle=compression then
decompression� and illustrates the excellent repeatability of
the data. Figure 3 shows distinct differences in behavior for
the CF and SiO2 /CF samples during compression experi-
ments.

Force increased with RD for the CF sample in Fig. 3�a�.
There is some nonlinearity and hysteresis in the first 200 nm
of RD. The peak force of 1000 �N is attained at about
320 nm of RD �4.6% compressive strain�. The CF radial
compression stiffness was calculated from the slope of the
unloading force-displacement curve near peak load and is
about 5560 N/m. Although surface roughness of the Au ball
prevented determination of elastic modulus through Hertzian
analysis, some analysis was conducted assuming smooth sur-
faces for the ball-on-fiber contact. Transverse elastic modu-
lus for the CF was calculated using data from Fig. 3�a� and

E� =
W

�k̄
� 4.5

�3�̄

	̄3

R�
�0.5

, �2�

where E� is the reduced Young’s modulus, W is the load, 	̄

and �̄ are simplified elliptic integrals, k̄ is the ellipticity pa-
rameter, � is the maximum deflection, and R� is the reduced
radius of curvature.41 Assuming smooth surfaces allows the
calculation of a lower bound for the elastic modulus of the
fiber since the real area of contact �RAC� is less than the
apparent area of contact. The calculated transverse elastic
modulus for the CF using Eq. �2� is 0.59 GPa. In this calcu-
lation, the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio used for Au
were 79 GPa and 0.42, respectively. Poisson’s ratio used for
the PAN-based CF was 0.3.19 The calculated value �0.59
GPa� is less than the literature value for the transverse com-
pressive elastic modulus of PAN-based CF of about 10
GPa.18,19 The discrepancy is due to surface roughness of the
fiber and Au specimens. The RAC for rough surface contacts
is typically a few percent of the nominal contact area.42,43

The ratio of the calculated transverse elastic modulus for the
CF �0.59 GPa� to the literature value �10 GPa� is 0.059,
which suggests a reasonable RAC of 5.9% of the nominal
contact area.42,43

The Hertzian contact area for smooth contacts was cal-
culated to be 4.79�10−11 m2 �ellipse semiminor axis
=0.68 �m across the fiber and semimajor axis=22.3 �m
along the fiber�. RAC was calculated to be 2.82�10−12 m2

using 5.9% as the percentage RAC of the nominal area. For
comparison, pure plastic RAC was calculated to be 1.47
�10−12 m2 using

RAC = W/H , �3�

where H is the hardness of Au �0.676 GPa�. The contact area
calculations are self-consistent with the rough surface elastic
RAC being smaller than the Hertzian area and larger than the
pure plastic RAC. Although the preceding contact analysis is
useful, no additional contact analysis of SiO2 /CF and
CNT /SiO2 /CF specimens will be pursued in this paper due
to further structural complexity. Contact stiffness is provided
for each of CF, SiO2 /CF, and CNT /SiO2 /CF in this paper
and provides a useful comparison of mechanical properties.

Electrical resistance decreased with increasing compres-
sive force in Fig. 3�a�, reaching values less than 100 � at
400 �N force and above. The decrease in resistance is con-
sistent with an increase in the RAC at high force. There is
resistance hysteresis at low RD with resistance being lower
during decompression as indicated by the compression and
decompression arrows. Lower resistance is consistent with
higher RAC during decompression. Since consecutive inden-
tation curves coincide in Fig. 3�a�, plastic deformation was
not the origin of the observed hysteresis. Hysteresis in force-
displacement curves and contact area is known to occur in
elastic contacts with lower force and higher contact area dur-
ing unloading as compared to loading.44,45 Elastic deforma-
tion of surface asperities on the CF surface is a plausible
explanation of the hysteresis in force and resistance in
Fig. 3�a�. Asperity deformation is thought to play a key role
since hysteresis is present at small RD with force and contact
area �resistance� trends being consistent with elastic contact
behavior.44,45

The SiO2 /CF sample in Fig. 3�b� shows a more rapid
increase in force as compared to the unmodified CF. Electri-
cal resistance data are not shown because it was greater than
109 �, which is the highest measurable resistance with the
measurement system and instrumentation. A linear force-
displacement curve and no hysteresis are likely due to stiff-
ening of asperities on the CF surface from the oxide coating.
This hypothesis is supported by the fact that hysteretic be-
havior in elastic contacts decreases with less deformable high
elastic modulus materials.44,45 Low conductivity for the ox-
ide coating is expected since the SiO2 coating is an electrical
insulator. An electric field strength of 1430 V/cm was estab-
lished under compression based on the SiO2 /CF diameter
and open circuit voltage, which is about four orders of mag-
nitude below the SiO2 dielectric breakdown field strength. It
has been suggested that the thin nature of the oxide
��10 nm� and/or the possible presence of pinholes could
ensure effective charge transport through the contact.2 How-
ever, data presented here suggests that such conduction did
not occur. The absence of electrical response for SiO2 /CF
means that is not useful for sensor applications. Peak force of
1000 �N was attained at a small RD of 150 nm �2.1% com-
pressive strain�. Stiffness of the SiO2 /CF is about 6250 N/m
and is slightly higher than that observed for the CF, which is
reasonable to expect due to a small mechanical property con-
tribution from the thin SiO2 shell to the CF core properties.

Results of fiber compressions for CNT /SiO2 /CF are
shown in Fig. 4. Compression experiments were performed
at various peak RD while measuring force and resistance.
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Figure 4 investigates the effect of maximum strain on elec-
tromechanical properties. A strain scale bar is given in Figs.
4�a�–4�d� based on w=15 �m �diameter of CNT /SiO2 /CF�
in Eq. �1�. However, most of the deformation likely occurred
in the CNTs themselves due to the compliance of the CNT
forest. Thus, the 8 �m diameter of the CNT forest could be
used as w in Eq. �1� to more accurately define strain on the
CNTs. The reader should keep in mind that the actual CNT
strain is about twice the value of the composite fiber struc-
ture calculated with w=15 �m. Peak RD was 0.9 �m �6%
strain� in Fig. 4�a�, 2.6 �m �17% strain� in Fig. 4�b�,
3.2 �m �21% strain� in Fig. 4�c�, and 4.6 �m �31% strain�
in Fig. 4�d�. Measurable electrical conduction occurred for
CNT /SiO2 /CF. Since electrical conduction was negligible
for the SiO2 /CF sample, the process of depositing CNTs on
the SiO2 /CF sample is assumed to result in a conductive
path from CNTs through the oxide to the CF. It was sug-
gested earlier that the thin nature of the SiO2 coating could
allow electron tunneling between the CNTs and underlying
CF.2 Electron tunneling has been observed across an insulat-
ing monolayer between SWCNTs and a Au substrate.46 Se-
vere distortion of the thin SiO2 layer during CNT growth was
reported earlier, where it was suggested that penetration of
the tubes through the oxide would facilitate electrical and
thermal conduction.2 The results reported here support such a
hypothesis.

At a peak RD of 0.9 �m �6% strain� in Fig. 4�a�, no

hysteresis is evident in either force �remains zero throughout�
or resistance. Resistance dropped rapidly over the first half
micron of RD but decreased at a lower rate from 0.5–1 �m
RD. When the peak RD was increased to about 2.6 �m
�17% strain� in Fig. 4�b�, no force hysteresis was observed,
but resistance hysteresis was evident. Resistance decreased
as RD increased, and resistance was lower during compres-
sion than during decompression as indicated by the arrows in
Fig. 4�b�. Force began to increase at RDs above about 2 �m
�13% strain�. Figure 4�c� shows the result for 3.2 �m peak
RD �21% strain�. The result is similar to Fig. 4�b� except for
higher peak force and lower resistance at the corresponding
peak RD. Figure 4�d� shows the result for 4.6 �m peak RD
�31% strain� and shows force hysteresis that was not ob-
served in the other cases. Highest peak force and lowest
resistance at peak displacement are also observed in
Fig. 4�d�.

Figure 4 shows that significant force hysteresis occurred
only at the highest peak RD �31% strain� in Fig. 4�d�. Hys-
teresis of loading-unloading compressive stress versus strain
was reported before for MWCNT forests as in Fig. 4�d�,15

indicating that our data support the generally observed me-
chanical behavior of aligned and vertically compressed
MWCNTs. It was suggested that internal friction is the en-
ergy loss mechanism for compressed MWCNTs.20 Energy
loss due to internal friction was found to be dependent on
strain amplitude for a wide variety of solids.47 This is con-

FIG. 4. �Color online� Force and resistance versus RD curves for CNT /SiO2 /CF at various peak RDs: �a� 0.9 �m �6% strain�, �b� 2.6 �m �17% strain�, �c�
3.2 �m �21.3% strain�, and �d� 4.6 �m �31% strain�. Force hysteresis is evident only at high maximum strain in �d�. Resistance hysteresis is evident at 17%
maximum strain and above ��b�–�d�� and is most obvious at low RD. Note the logarithmic scale for resistance.
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sistent with the results in this paper and is intuitive since
higher sliding distances between entangled nanotubes per
compression-decompression cycle are expected at high
maximum strain. Stiffness was calculated to be about 100
N/m in Fig. 4�b�, 250 N/m in Fig. 4�c�, and 3300 N/m ��1 /2
CF stiffness� in Fig. 4�d�, which illustrate that stiffness in-
creased at higher maximum RD. These results are consistent
with a previous study where force-displacement curves dur-
ing nanoindentation of vertically aligned CNT forests were
nonlinear with increasing slope at higher displacement
��50 N /m stiffness at �50% CNT compressive strain�.13

Moreover, previous studies of flat MWCNT forest surfaces
under compression showed a transition from compliant to
stiff behavior at about 65% strain, which was explained by
nanotube folding leading to less compliance.15 However, we
observed the compliant-stiff transition of CNT /SiO2 /CF at
smaller strain ��30%�. This may be due to the fact that we
used w=15 �m in Eq. �1�, which may underestimate strain
of the compliant CNT forest. The actual strain on CNTs is
about 60% in this study if it is considered that most of the
deformation takes place at CNTs �compare peak RD at
1000 �N force in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� with Fig. 4�d��, which
is more consistent with the previous work.15

Hysteresis in resistance shown in Figs. 4�b�–4�d� is per-
haps a novel result. Resistance hysteresis is evident at maxi-
mum strains as low as 17% �Fig. 4�b��. The equivalent resis-
tance �Req� of N identical resistors in parallel is

Req = R/N , �4�

where R is the resistance of a single CNT. The 1 /N depen-
dence of Req explains the more readily apparent resistance
hysteresis at low RD in Figs. 4�b�–4�d� since N is small at
low strain.

The effect of strain rate on force and resistance hyster-
esis was investigated, and the results are shown in Fig. 5.
Strain rate was varied by varying ball speed during compres-
sion experiments. Maximum strain rate was 8.53�10−4 s−1

in Fig. 5�a� and 8.53�10−3 s−1 in Fig. 5�b�. There are no
significant differences in hysteresis behavior of either force
or resistance at different strain rates in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�.
Data in Fig. 5 are directly comparable to Fig. 4�d� �maxi-
mum strain rate=8.53�10−2 s−1�. There is no difference in
the data presented in Figs. 5 and 4�d�, which indicates that
force and resistance behavior does not depend on strain rate
over the range of strain rates tested in this study. Energy loss
due to internal friction was found to be independent of strain
velocity for a wide variety of solids.47 This is consistent with
the observations in this study.

Resistance versus force for CF and CNT /SiO2 /CF is
shown in Fig. 6. Data in Fig. 6 are of interest for use of the
fibers as force and stress sensors in future smart composites.
Hysteresis is evident for the CF in Fig. 6�a� with lower re-
sistance during decompression. This is consistent with the
previous discussion of Fig. 3�a�. Hysteresis is problematic
from a sensor point of view since a particular resistance
value may represent two different force or pressure values.
The hysteresis problem is not present to the same degree for
the CNT /SiO2 /CF in Fig. 6�b�, which is an advantage over
the CF for force and stress sensing applications. Data in

FIG. 5. �Color online� Force and resistance versus RD for CNT /SiO2 /CF at
a maximum strain rate of �a� 8.53�10−4 s−1 and �b� 8.53�10−3 s−1. Force
and resistance hysteresis did not depend on strain rate over the range tested
in this study. Note the logarithmic scale for resistance.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Resistance versus force for �a� CF and �b�
CNT /SiO2 /CF. Note the logarithmic scale for resistance.
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Fig. 6�b� are also smoother than data in Fig. 6�a� due to the
multiple individual contacts for the CNT /SiO2 /CF as op-
posed to a larger contact area for the CF.

Figure 7 shows a simplified schematic of CNT deforma-
tion during compression-decompression experiments. Pri-
mary deformation mechanisms for nanotubes subject to com-
pressive force are axial compression, bending, and buckling.
The two general deformation sequences are axial compres-
sion then buckling or bending then buckling. Figure 7 illus-
trates that the bending-buckling hypothesis that is most
likely for the curved geometry in our experiments. Figure
7�a� shows the initial contact with the center �highest� CNT.
In Fig. 7�b�, the ball has compressed the CNT forest by a
distance of �1 to contact the two CNTs adjacent to the center
CNT that is now bent. Further compression of the CNT for-
est to a distance �2 brings the ball into contact with the
lowest nanotubes and is depicted in Fig. 7�c�. The center
nanotube has now buckled into contact with its nearest
neighbor and has experienced tangling and internal friction.
This is the origin of hysteretic energy loss that is apparent in
Fig. 4�d� at a maximum strain of 31%. The two CNTs adja-
cent to the center CNT are now bent. The ball is then re-
tracted �decompression� back to a compression distance of �1

for the CNT forest as shown in Fig. 7�d�. However, the van
der Waals force between the center CNT and its nearest
neighbor does not allow the longest nanotube to move. CNTs
with diameters over 25 Å were found to flatten against each
other under van der Waals attraction.48 This supports the
mechanism being put forward in this paper. The CNT forest
has a different configuration at a compressive distance of
�1 during compression �Fig. 7�b�� and decompression
�Fig. 7�d��. It is hypothesized that this is the origin of resis-
tance hysteresis.

There are three CNT electric current paths bridging the
contact in Fig. 7�b� but only two in Fig. 7�d�. Resistance will
be less in Fig. 7�b� than in Fig. 7�d� by Eq. �4� and as shown
in Fig. 4. It is unlikely that the observed resistance hysteresis
effects are due to different resistivity of the CNTs originating
from electromechanical effects27–29 since the strain on the
CNT forest is the same in Figs. 7�b� and 7�d�. Finally, in Fig.
7�e� the CNT forest returns to its original configuration as the
ball is retracted to its original position. The center nanotube
returns to its original position in going from Figs. 7�d� and

7�e� once its nearest neighbor loses contact with the ball and
its rigidity associated with bending or compressive strain.
Due to the weak van der Waals interaction, a free standing
tube cannot constrain its nearest neighbor to a compressed
�buckled� configuration once the contact is fully unloaded,
which completes the contact decompression cycle.

The authors would like to address the applicability of
our results to sensing applications in composite materials.
The results are fully applicable for using CF and
CNT /SiO2 /CF as stand-alone stress and strain sensors. In
the case of CF, the results are applicable to CF reinforced
composite materials. However, in the case of CNT /SiO2 /CF,
the space between the CNTs is filled with a reinforcing poly-
mer insulator that changes the deformation mechanics as
well as reduces the number of CNT-CNT contacts. Thus,
smaller changes in resistance for a similarly applied load
would be expected due to less deformation of the CNT-
polymer composite and a smaller change in the number of
CNT-CNT contacts. It should also be pointed out that the
observed hysteresis behavior in force and contact resistance
for CNT /SiO2 /CF may be different for the CNT-polymer
composite due to the difference in deformation and CNT
contact mechanics as well as the viscoelastic effects of the
polymer.

Although fracture strains in traditional composite mate-
rials are of the order of 1%–2%,49,50 strain in CF reinforced
shape memory polymer composites �CFSMPCs� can be as
high as 150%.49,51,52 Thus, results shown in this paper may
have more applicability to higher strain applications such as
CFSMPC.

IV. SUMMARY

Electromechanical behavior of CF, SiO2 /CF, and
CNT /SiO2 /CF was investigated during localized radial com-
pression at ultralow load and displacement. For CF, resis-
tance decreased as force and strain increased, and hysteresis
in both force and resistance was observed at low strain.
SiO2 /CF showed high resistance and negligible electrical
conduction, and force-displacement curves were linear due to
the presence of the thin oxide coating. CNT /SiO2 /CF stiff-
ness increased as force and strain increased and became
comparable to that of CFs at high strain ��30%�. Hysteresis

FIG. 7. �Color online� Simplified schematic of CNT deformation during compression-decompression experiments. Bending and buckling of nanotubes during
compression led to entanglement and internal friction. Van der Waals force hindered disentanglement during decompression and reduced the number of current
paths leading to higher resistance.
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in both force-displacement and resistance-displacement
curves was observed with CNT /SiO2 /CF but was more evi-
dent as maximum strain increased and did not depend on
strain rate. Hysteretic energy loss is associated with internal
friction between entangled CNTs. Van der Waals forces be-
tween deformed and entangled CNTs hindered disentangle-
ment, which reduced the number of current paths and in-
creased resistance during decompression. The results of this
study provide new understanding of the mechanical and elec-
trical behavior of CNT coated CF and will facilitate usage as
stress and strain sensors in both stand-alone and composite
material applications.
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